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What to Perhaps Include in YOUR PLAN 
 
If you arrange a charting system for 26 weeks, even if your older children have more weeks to their “school”, this will likely work out just 
fine. Some weeks your little ones will not want a structured “school-time” and other weeks, they will. So for those more structured 
weeks, have a plan like this: 

 
For each week, you might like to include# 
 
� 1 song to learn (e.g. a Sunday School chorus or a traditional folk song) 

� 1 Memory Bible Verse (card or sticker? Scripture Memory Association has some online. On our website, I also 
have a list(s) of Bible verse references for memorization for all ages that might help you.) 

� 5 activities that have minimal messes to clean up (for example: M- playdough, T- popsicle sticks, W – beads to 
string, Th-Sorting buttons, manipulatives, F- Sewing Cards) 

� 5 colouring pictures (M - crayons, T- paint, W- chalk, Th- pencil crayons, F- crayons and stickers) 

� 1 special playtime “toy box” for the week - put in a related toy/puzzle/puppet 

� Colouring pages featuring 1-3 alphabet letters 

� Up to 5 seasonal activities or nature walk ideas or 5 nature pictures of plants or animals or sky, etc. 

� 1 book to read that relates to your week’s theme. 

� 5 hands-on activities that might have a mess to clean up (for example: M- Cut and Paste, T- Fingerpainting, W 
– Building Center, Th- Sand/Rice/Water Play, F- a play house or tent) 

� 1 Mother’s Little Helper Activity (in other words, a chore of the week) 

Disclaimer Statement: Teacher/Parent/Guardian: Please note that you are fully responsible for your choice of activities. Please supervise adequately and carefully 
choose child-safe products and activities to do. No one at Peppermint Stick Learning Company Inc. takes any responsibility for adverse effects from these pages. 
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About Some Outstanding Resources: 

Below is a list of the top book titles that I especially enjoy using with these little students. They are like “gold nuggets” in my opinion, in comparison to similar titles, 
however, you might find something better too. Sometimes you can get a good preschool resource for free online but sometimes, those workpages lack meaning or 
age-appropriateness

1
  and are posted just in order to fit a theme or for the sake of adding to a collection. Colouring pictures for this age group should be simple, 

large, have relatively-thick lines, and relate to what your child might see or hear about in real life. (See also my note on the previous page about using colouring pictures – it infers 

that you might like to use different media to colour pages sometimes, not only crayons.)  

Discrimination Skills: Does It Belong? Getting Ready for Math and Reading, Joy Delmore, Peppermint Stick Learning Company Inc. This book was created as a reusable resource 

based on my mom’s hand-made lessons for me when I was young. Rather than the typical consumable from a big box store, these pages can be reused over and over by placing 
small blocks or stickies or whatever on the correct answer. The pastel pages with line drawings progress from simple to complex patterns as the child learns to sort out likenesses 
and differences in types of things, orientations, associations, similar letters, and colours. Durable cardstock for years for family use. We sell this book. 

Cutting Skills: Little Kids Can Cut, Karen Sevaly, Teacher’s Friend Publications, 2000. ISBN# 978-0439502986. I’ve seen a number of cutting practice books or online patterns and 

this is the one I really like. (The book Little Kids Can Colour (same series is also done quite well.) We used to sell this book but it is now out of print. 

Pre-printing Skills: Fun Farm Animal Mazes, Fran Newman-D'Amico, Dover Publications, ISBN# 9780486451848.  Help familiar animals (not just farm animals) find their way 

through meandering mazes. 30 pages. 8 ¼ x 11. These are really cute and a nice way to add pre-mapping skills or just fun and purposeful “busywork. Following mazes also helps to 

build fine motor coordination with a pencil. B&W Reproducible. We have sometimes sold this book. 

Pre-Handwriting Practice, Grades PK - 1: A Complete “First” Handwriting Program for Young and Special Learners, Sherrill B. Flora, Key Education Publishing Company LLC, 2005. 
ISBN# 978-1933052021. This reproducible book is the best that I’ve seen for workpages teaching pre-printing skills. It has a great progression, cute pictures, nice sizing. We do not 
sell this book but you may be able to still find it online somewhere. 

Nature Exploration: Creative Nature Walks (a downloadable e-book from Shining Dawn Books website), Cindy West, Shining Dawn Books (part of the NaturExplorers series), 

2013. For all ages, especially the younger children, this is a very creative way to have purposeful nature walk while learning ABCs and number patterns and more. We do not sell 
this book. 

Ideas: Keeper’s Book of Preschool Pastimes: The Big Book of Activities for Little People, Darlene Zimmerman (compiler), Carlisle Press, 2016.  ISBN# 9781933753652.  There are 

other books that have compiled ideas from moms but this one is really packed full with doable and inspiring ideas and I like it the best. We might sell this book. 
Kids' Stuff and What to Do with It, Leigh Rollar Mintz (Author), Mary Beth Lagerborg (Editor), Zondervan, 2000, ISBN# 978-0310235118. Creative ideas for storage by moms of 
preschoolers. We have never sold this book. It is out of print. (The Keeper’s Book series for the previous title has a book on organization of the home in general which is good too.) 

(Pinterest is also a great resource for some ideas. My Pinterest board is linked to our website.) 

More Preschool Resources that YOU Like:  

 
 

 
 

                                                 
1
 Example: A hermit crab or an alligator may be interesting to primary age children but unless your preschooler lives by the ocean or alligators, then those colouring pages are likely better left until children 

are old enough to understand  their significance/meaning to their own lives. I began my first preschooler with a page “A is for Alligator” and then had to spend more time trying to explain what one was and 
how she’d never likely see one around us, etc.. “A is for Apple” holds more meaning. Learn about alligators when studying reptiles and animal classification in primary grades or if your family trip will 
actually encounter some. 
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About Themes: 

I have given some suggestions that include a plan that has 2 weekly themes – a Bible theme and an “School” theme. I personally like having BOTH themes but the 
choice is yours. Also, you could think of other themes that fit your family’s interest. The Bible theme I put in my chart teaches about the character of God for the 
year. Again, you could think of other kinds of topical studies. 

Please understand that these are ideas to get you started into creating your own plan. I did not purposely dictate everything in a chart but I am sharing with you 
some parts of what you could consider. 

Overall Themes that YOU Like:  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 

.About the Charts: 

Fill in the blank spaces to plan. Keep in mind that flexibility is important and not all the things we plan to do will actually happen. So try not to be 
disappointed or perfectionistic. But charting is a handy way to try to organize thoughts and ideas.  

I like posting charts on walls or doors too, instead of in a book that I have to flip to. As a mom of preschoolers, my hands just might be very busy 
after all, so it is nice to glance at something with, say, a child or a bowl of bread dough in my hands and think.  
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Week Bible Theme Memory Verse 
(options) 

“School” Topic Extra Skills to  
Learn This Week 

1 God is Worthy of Praise – 
Be Thankful to Him  
(Psalms, Stories of Jesus, 
Creation-Pre-flood) 

1 Thessalonians 5: 18 Fall Leaves, Fruit Colours: Red, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Brown 

2 God Provides Homes and 
Families 
(Abraham, heaven) 

Philippians 4:19, (John 
14:1-3, 1-6) 

Getting Ready for 
Winter 

Sewing and Kitchen stuff 

3 God is Eternal  
(stories of Isaac, Jacob) 

Deuteronomy 33:27, 
(Psalm 90:2) 

The Sky (Clouds, Sun, 

Moon, Stars) 
Water/Bubble Play 

4 God is Unchanging  
(stories of Ruth) 

Malachi 3:6a Time (Seasons, Clocks, 

Calendars) 
Days of the week 

5 God Provides Food  
(stories of Jesus’ teaching, Elijah) 

Matthew 6:26, 
(Hebrews 13:15-16) 

Making Bread, 
Harvesting a Garden, 
Vegetables 

Baking and canning (e.g. 
applesauce, grape jelly) 

6 God Provides Clothing  
(Adam and Eve, Joseph’s Coat, 
Dorcas) 

Psalm 136:1 Making Things – 
Sewing , Mending, 
Buttons and More. 

Sewing buttons, “I Dress Myself” 
(e.g. tie shoes) 

7 God Hears Prayer (there is “sh- 

quiet” time and shouting/joyful 
praise-time) (Psalm 100 and 65-66, 
The Lost Lamb Luke 15, 
Bartimaeus, Hannah/Samuel) 

Psalm 55:17, (Psalm 
55:16-17) 

Sheep Singing notes or clapping rhythms 

8 God is Holy 
(read in Isaiah#) 

Isaiah 6:3 Music, making 

instruments 
Decorating? Colours: Blue, White, 
Green, Red, Brown, Yellow 

9 God is Love (Christmas Story) Luke 2:7, (Luke 2:7-14) Sweet Treats Making candy or sweet cookies 
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10 God is Trustworthy (Creation) Psalm 34:8, (2 Timothy 
3:15 (14-17)) 

Wind and Water Play, 
Float and Sink, 
Pinwheels? 

 

11 God Forgives Sin 
(Mary, Mary/Martha, Zaccheus, 
The Prodigal Son) 

Psalm 51:7b, ((Isaiah 
1:18)) 

Snow, bird and 
animal tracks 

Cleaning things simply (e.g. with 
lemon juice or vinegar/baking 
soda) 

12 God is Almighty 
(Joshua) 

Psalm 18:1, (Isaiah 
40:26) 

Building Things, 
Construction Equipment 

 

13 God is Faithful 
(Ezra/Nehemiah) 

Nehemiah 8:10 Making/Fixing Things, 
Construction Tools 

 

14 God is Love 
(love theme – February) 

1 John 4:16b, (1 John 
4:19) 

My Family Tea Party toys 

15 God’s Grace 
(Noah) 

Genesis 6:8 Baby Animals in My 
Country 

 

16 God is Everywhere (Jesus 

loves the children, Psalm 139) 

Luke 18:16, (Hebrews 
13:5) 

Nature Walks Cut out pictures of children (and 
bigger people too??) from old 
calendars, cards, magazines, 
catalogues, etc. 

17 God Protects 
(Daniel) 

Proverbs 18:10, 
(Psalm 119:117, 
Proverbs 29:25) 

Wild Animals Around 
the World or at a Zoo 

 

18 God is Merciful 
(Jonah) 

Psalm 119:58b, (Psalm 
103:8, 123:3) 

What are Fish? Taking care of a goldfish pet?? 

19 God is Love 
(Easter Story) 

John 3:16 Planting (and planning)  
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20 God is Perfect/Right/ 
Just/Pure 
(Catch of fish and breakfast with 
Jesus after His resurrection) 

Psalm 18:30 Picnic Time (manners, 

making food/ sandwiches/ 
cutting fractions, making 
patterns) 

 

21 God Protects 
(Jesus stills the storm) 

Mark 4:41, (Psalm 
56:3-4, Psalm 148:7-8) 

Rain/ Weather/ 
Storms 

 

22 God Cares 
(Moses) 

1 Peter 5:7b Making Things – Paper and Yarn Construction 
(weaving, braiding, knots) 

23 God is All-Knowing/God is 
Wise 
(Saul’s Donkeys, Esther, Job, 
Official’s Son, Philemon) 

Psalm 119:73, (Jude 
24-25) 

My Body Learning to brush teeth, scrub feet, 
comb hair, put dirty laundry in the 
right place, etc. 

24 God is Sovereign 
(David, Solomon) 

Psalm 145:1, (Psalm 
145:1-3) 

Being a Canadian 
(flag, anthem, money, 
stamps, queen/king/ 
ruler/prime minister/police) 

 

25 God is Light 
(Jesus’ teaching) 

1 John 1:5, (2 Samuel 
22:29, John 8:12) 

Flowers (size and colour 

comparisons, patterns, 
growth, opposites) 

Planting in a garden or flower bed 

26 God is True 
(The Early Church) 

Psalm 100:5 Berries and Other 
Fruits 

Making jam and/or picking 
strawberries 
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Week Song Title Stuff to Gather for a Special 
Toy Box This Week 

Book Title and/or Nature Walk 
or Nature Picture 

Chore of the Week  
to Learn About 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     
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10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     

16     

17     

18     

19     
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20     

21     

22     

23     

24     

25     

26     
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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Non-Messy 
Activity of the 
Day 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

Messy Activity 
of the Day 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

How to Colour 
Pictures (e.g. 

chalk, crayon) 
 

     

Other Stuff (e.g. 

music lessons, 
preschool groups, 
etc.) 
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Think About Some Variations to the Common) Fill in YOUR Favourites! 
 

Think: How much prep time does this take in comparison to the amount of time that my child will take before getting bored? 
Think: How much clean-up time will this take and can I do it if my child can’t or won’t and I have my other children needing me 
at the same time? 
Think: Is this something that my young child can take out by himself/herself easily?  
Think: Right now, do I have time/energy/materials to make this in comparison to purchasing something ready-made?  
Think: How noisy will this activity be and where will everyone else be (including me) when it is going on?  
Think: Does this activity have enough play value (read: “recess-time” value) or educational value for me to include an older 
sibling to do WITH my little person? 
Extra Hint: While us moms might be tempted to “multi-task” items, it seems to me that children learn concepts more solidly if the same item is not used for more 
than 2-3 types of activities. In other words, choose a couple of ways to use buttons but don’t just use buttons to count and sort and pattern and thread and 
mix/measure and match. Plan for at least 3 different types of well-thought out chunky-for-small-hands-to-grasp manipulatives. And oh, flat things don’t hold as 
much attention as chunky so while bread tags and flat paper pictures are cheap, they really don’t have very much play value. 

 
Playdough Recipes (e.g. yogurt-based, scented): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
Toys: Building/Construction or “Kitchen Dishes” (e.g. wide or colourful popsicle sticks, baking powder containers, empty cereal 
boxes and smelly jelly powder boxes, gift wrap rolls cut into shorter pieces, fabric flour sack made into a beanbag-like sack):  
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Things to String (e.g. large beads, thread spools, metal jar rings, plastic shower curtain rings, VERY large pasta shapes) 
And what about different strings? (e.g. colourful shoelaces from a dollar store, pipe stem cleaners, fabric strips):  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
Things to Sew (e.g. picture pasted on paper plate with holes punched on circumference, colouring pages printed on cardstock, 
punched, cookie cutters traced onto Bristol board or felt, large-holed buttons, tie a small quilt, stuff some homemade beanbags and 
help Mommy to hand sew   them shut.):  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
Things to Sort (e.g. various sizes of pompoms – ohhh, these are so quiet you can take them to church!, large specialty buttons (from 
old clothes or “Grandma”?), chunky pasta (you don’t want small stuff for sorting), coloured drinking straws – again if safe for the age of 
your child and supervised of course, lids of jars, wide-mouthed peanut butter containers, and frozen juice lids (if not sharp), etc. ):  

   
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

  

 
Things to Mix and Measure (e.g. dry rice or split peas instead of sand – easier to clean up; snow in a tote indoors):  
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Ways to Match (e.g. stickers at bottom of muffin or ice cube tray, using a salad tong to pick things up, tape yarn strings in consumable 
matching workbooks instead of using a pencil to match items on a page, throwing things into matching piles or hulahoops on the ground 
or laundry baskets, plastic tops and bottoms of eggs, park toy cars to match with a picture or numbered space, collapsible fabric boxes 
– one for each family members clean laundry items transported by “delivery service” to the correct bed):  

 
 

  

  
 

 

 
 

  

 
Things to Cut (e.g. paint strip cards, seed pictures in a catalogue, towards centers of paper muffin cups all around, wallpaper, gift 
paper (for children with steadier hands since a thinner paper), in the “valleys” of corrugated/wrinkled cardboard, bubble wrap, paper 
ribbon, perforated rolls of tickets; you can also dot around or put yellow marker around a more complex picture as a cutting line):  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
Things to “Live In” for Play (e.g. under a quilt frame, under a large sheet draped over a sofa back to a coffee table secured with 
clothespins or heavy books, in a big box made into a “house” or “RV”):  

 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

 
Things to Paste (e.g. thick macramé cord/string around lines of a simple colouring picture then cover with foil and push to reveal 
picture, pasta pasted onto small gift/jewelry boxes and then painted, glue on entire top of a small picture to dry clear, homemade 
flour/water paste)   
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Things to Paint With (e.g. sponges, big brushes, sticks, fingers; homemade child-safe paint recipes, paint with water books):  

 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

 
Things to “Fold” (e.g. scrap fabric swatches, paper – rolled, zig-zagged, accordion folds; towels, pillowcases, tissues, homemade 
diaper wipes (select-a-size paper towels folded into thirds), napkins for lunch – different ways to fold these – check online for ideas):  

 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

 
Things to _________:  

 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

 
Things to _________: 
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A Closing Note… 
 

I sure hope that you too will find this resource fun and helpful in your home! Yes, I am still a 
mom of 2 children under 5 yrs. and have always homeschooled with the little ones around. This 

is a book that I want to use to help me better organize! 
 

Peppermint Stick Learning Company Inc. sells more unique and just-as-helpful  
resources for the kindergarten years and onwards!  

Many of them are designed AND tested by our Canadian homeschooling family! 
 

So check out our online catalogue and products for helping your family to learn  
what is good, practical, and fun! 

 
And have a sweet and refreshing day! ☺ 

 
- Joy Delmore (with “Sunflower”) 

 
 


